
Lust and Scene Generators 

Taken from the full manual for Warlock and boobs v 0.440 

Repeated daily increases and decreases in lust (such as sex scenes). This excludes one-time scenes during 

quests, winning or losing against enemies, as well as scenes during hunts or adventures (as they are random). 

Events tied to a specific day and/or time can usually only happen once a day, e.g., you can only masturbate 

to a painting once. All flirtation options have relationship terms. All voyeuristic scenes only ask you if you 

want to masturbate if your lust is high enough. 

In version 0.410 icons indicating the time of day have been added 

 – Morning 

 
– Daytime 

 – Evening 

 – Night 

 

Any day 

Events not tied to a specific day 

Objects of Lust 

They can all be used more than once a day, unlike most other entries in this section. 

To increase lust: 

• [Beer]: +20 lust, -1 hunger. 

• [Goblin ale]: +30 lust, -3 hunger. 

• [Wine]: +30 lust, -5 hunger. 

• [Sweet Lips wine]: +200 lust, -15 hunger, also restores about 20% of max HP. 

• [Lust potion]: +200 lust. 

• [Minotaur sperm]: +100 lust, -10 hunger, lactation if you have breasts. 

• [Elven futa sperm]: +100 lust, -4 hunger. 

• [Elven femboy sperm]: +100 lust, -4 hunger. 

• [Snu snu fruit]: -4 hunger; no direct lust gain, but increases lust gain by 50% for three days (current 

and next two). 

To reduce lust: 

• [Ancient urn]: one-time item, you can have more than one. Using it, you release the ghost girl who 

gives you a -50 lust blowjob [scene image]. 

• [Slime jar]: in key items; can be used to summon Lizzie out of combat. If you have lust and have 

nothing to repel the slime, you can feed her your cum or fuck her in the tits. Each option has its 

own short [scene image] and results in -50 lust. 

• [Soothing tea]: When used -200 lust. 

At any time of day 

• Skill "Fap" → ( lust ≥ 200 ) Yes → standard masturbation [scene image], but with fantasies 

(random lines of text that depend on Krowly's sexual history and certain relationships); -50 lust. 

• Skill "Meditation" → -50 lust, +30 MP, +5 hunger, [advances time]. 



• Rest → [advances time to morning]. It is better to do it last for the night. 

o (lust ≥ 50) Fap before the bed → Yes:  

▪ Just fap → usually -50 lust if nothing else is going on. 

 (random chance) drunken Jill enters and Krowly cum on her (random scene 

choices, [portrait image]). 

 (random chance, lust ≥ 200) Jill thinks Krowly is a stripper (+10 

gold) and offers him money for the show. You can either refuse or 

cum for Jill → directly into her mouth (no illustration, +10 gold). 

 (20% chance) Lizzie comes out and licks Krowly's ass ([sprite animation], 

-100 lust) 

 (33% chance) When Samantha is home (morning or evening on Tues, Wed, 

Sat.) she can catch Krowly, just before the climax, just a couple lines of 

dialogue. 

▪ (Krowly fucked in the ass ≥ 3) Play with your butt → -50 lust, [scene image] with 

no additional surprises. 

▪ (Krowly fucked in the ass ≥ 3, Any dildo in inventory) Use a dildo → -50 lust, 

[scene image] no additional surprises. 

o (random chance, Astra ≥ 25) Astra bursts in and demands that Krowly stop appearing in 

her dreams (+10 lust). 

▪ (Lust ≥ 200, Astra ≥ 30) Fuck her face → rough mouth-fuck -50 lust, [scene 

image], +2 Astra, [cum on Astra]. 

o At the end of the day automatically increases +5 lust. 

o In the morning random chance if lust ≥ 100 (independent chance, mutually exclusive 

events): 

▪ (Jill is ≥ 20, and she lives in the house) Jill wakes up Krowly with a boob job 

([animated scene], -50 lust, +3 Jill, [cum on Jill]). 

▪ (Samantha ≥ 20, and she lives in the house) Samantha wakes up Krowly with a 

blowjob ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Samantha). 

• A painting of Fina's great-grandmother → +5 lust, [image] 

• Picture of Fina bukkake: on the 2nd floor of her house. Looking at the painting gives +5 lust, 

[image] painting; if you have enough lust, Fap → -50 lust. There's a random chance that Astra 

catches Krowly in the process - he'll cum on her, not the painting ([cum on Astra]). 

• A picture of a demoness riding an orc, next to the bukkake picture. Looking at the picture gives 

+10 lust, [image]; if you have enough lust, Fap → -50 lust. If you approach this painting at night, 

you can see another version of it. 

• Picture of Futa Demoness on the 2nd floor of Fina's house, just above the bukkake picture +5 lust, 

[image] picture. 

• Picture with Fina's gangbang near the bed in Krowly's house: given if he jerked off enough times 

to the picture bukkake (> 10) and talked to Fina about it. Looking at the picture, you get +5 lust 

and [image] of the picture. 

• Portrait of the queen in Samantha's room on the 2nd floor of Krowly House +5 lust, [image] 

picture. (Trigger in doorway) 

• Portrait of young Fina (on the table in Eric's room) +10 lust [image] portrait. 

• Statue of a goddess in church: +10 lust [image]. See also morning and night options. 

• (after the quest) Portrait of the Creatress +5 lust [image] portrait. 

• sketch with succubus +5 lust [image] a book on a table in the church basement. 

• The summoning circle, after Krowly launches it: 

o Summon Jimm: A random chance to see a demon having anal sex with a blonde succubus 

in her random forms (regular, pregnant, futa). +20 lust [image]. 

o Summon Meril: 



▪ Handjob → [scene image], -50 lust; increases maximum mana for the day and 

proportionally increases current mana. 

▪ (if unlocked) Blowjob → [scene image], -50 lust; increases max mana for the day 

and proportionally increases current mana. 

▪ Cowgirl → [scene image], -100 lust; increases max HP for the day and 

proportionally increases current HP. 

• Sexy trees: in various places in the forest and the elven forest. All count as one interaction. 

o +10 lust just from looking at him. 

o Breast Tree, Ass Tree: Fap → different text for each, [portrait image], -50 lust. 

o Pregnant Tree: Suck → [text scene] sucking the breast, -2 hunger. 

• (after the quest) "Wild" slime girl in the slime cave where you found Lizzie: 

o Victory: Feed her → scotch [animated scene], -50 lust. 

o Defeat: short [sprite animation] as she fucks Krowly, -50 lust, [advances time]. 

• (If discovered) Melissa is (almost) always in her room. Flirt: 

o Stares → random options +10 lust [portrait image], +1 Melissa. 

o Eat pussy → Go down ([scene image], +100 lust, +1 Melissa) or Not Now (-1 Melissa). 

o Suck dick→ Go down (Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust, -3 hunger, +1 Melissa) or Not 

Now (-1 Melissa). 

▪ (if Melissa ≥ 50) both of the above options will get two developmental options: 

Bring her to orgasm to finish as above, or Change pose → anal horsewoman 

[scene image], -100 lust, +5 Melissa. 

o (after the quest) Blowjob → ([scene image], -50 lust, +2 Melissa). 

• voyeurism in the Elven Forest: [sprite animation], which appear randomly at this location. 

o Futa elven in orchid → +15 lust. 

o Orcs work on Futa Elf → +15 lust; Help her → Krowly eventually fucks her in the face 

(Futa/M [scene image], -50 lust). 

• Sacrifice to the goddess: in the ruined temple Pray at the altar in the center of the temple, and then 

offer Sacrifice → Priestess sucks Krowly with her nipple ([scene image], -100 lust, all HP and 

MP are restored and all buffs/debuffs are reset). 

Morning 

In the village, when it's not raining: 

• Peeping at bather: Rose (except Thursday; [image], +10 lust). 

o If the lust is high enough, there is an opportunity to Fap (-50 lust), Additional lines if 

paired with Juliet. 

• Alice does the laundry.  

o Help → +1 Alice (there is a chance for +5-10 lust and a unique [image]) [advances time]; 

o Flirt → Blowjob [scene image] (-50 Lust, +2 Alice) → Cum in mouth or cum on face 

([cum on Alice]). 

• Agnieszka is herding sheep. Flirt: 

o Show me your boobs → (+20 lust, [portrait image], +3 Agnieszka). 

o Handjob → Fap/Fap with your tits on Agnieszka's lap ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 

Agnieszka, [cum on chest], [advances time]). 

o Let me fuck you → dog fuck ([scene image], -100 lust, +5 Agnieszka, [advances time]). 

• (after the quest) Taisha is at or near Derek's house. Flirt: 

o Cleavagefuck → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Taisha, [cum on chest]. (Flirting is unlocked 

after getting the "reward" after the quest.) 

o (after quest) Anal → Krowly trains Taisha's anus [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Taisha, 

[advances time]. 

In the village, when it rains: 



• Agnieszka and Jason are at home. Request [Soothing tea] → Give the tea → +3 Agnieszka, 3 x 

[Bread] and, if Agnieszka ≥ 10, jerk [scene image] (-50 lust, [cum on chest]). 

In the village, regardless of the weather: 

• (If in the village, not Sunday) Samantha makes breakfast.  

o Join → she asks Krowly for a random cooking ingredient (any answer [advances time]): 

▪ If you have it and give her the ingredient, or tell her to wait, take the ingredient and 

give it to her before daytime → +3 Samantha, +20 EXP, +3 cooking, 1 × [Tasty 

dinner]. 

▪ If you don't want to give it away, or don't and can't find it: Let’s cook without it 

→ +1 Samantha, +1 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner]. 

▪ (Samantha ≥ 30) random increase in lust while cooking: Krowly enjoys the view 

(+5 lust), she leans forward (+10 lust), or (Samantha ≥ 40) she rubs her ass against 

his crotch (+20 lust). 

o (Samantha ≥ 50) Play with her butt → 

▪ Fuck her ass → [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Samantha, [advances time] 

▪ Eat her ass → [scene image], +50 lust, +5 Samantha, [advances time] 

• Carla works at the hotel all day. Chat →  

o Flirt: 

▪ Fuck tits → titscotrach [scene image], -50 lust, +1 Carla, [cum on chest]; 

Additional lines if paired with Juliette. 

▪ (if unlocked) Nipplefuck → Krowly pushes his cock into her soft breasts ([scene 

image], -50 lust, +1 Carla); Unlocked randomly in conversation if Carla ≥ 25 and 

Jill is in the village. Unlocking also triggers the quest. 

▪ (after quest) Nipplefuck → Krowly magically penetrates Carla's nipple ([scene 

image], -100 lust, +3 Carla). 

▪ There is a small chance to summon the Pahtalka during a conversation with Carla, 

a condition is the presence of Jill and the fact that she lives in the tavern. The 

Easterling concerns the main character and his boy (son) from a famous game 

series. 

o Have lunch (10 gold) → (Carla ≥ 15) Breast Milk → Krowly sucks Carla's breast ([scene 

image], -10 hunger, +20 lust, +1 Carla, [advances time]). Only unlocks if you have 

ordered lunch at least once. 

• Statue of a goddess in a church (if Krowly cummed on her last night) → +20 lust. 

• Sister Elizabeth is alone in the church. 

o (after the quest) Flirt options open up as the relationship increases: 

▪ Facial → Krowly masturbates ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth, [cum on 

face]). 

▪ Fuck cleavage → boobtrach ([scene image], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth [cum on 

breasts]). 

▪ Blowjob → [animated scene], -50 lust, +1 Elizabeth, options Cum in mouth or 

Cum on face ([cum on face]). 

▪ Anal → Elizabeth leaning over the altar, [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Elizabeth, 

options Cum inside or Pull out. Additional lines if paired with Juliet. 

▪ In the pussy → Elizabeth's sister is sorry, but she can't let you fuck her juicy pussy, 

and offers anal. 

o (after quest, Eric's lust ≥ 200) Go away or Watch → ([image], +20 lust, -50 Eric's lust). 

• Fina works at her desk. 

o Offer help → +1 Fina, (there is a chance for +5 lust and one of the two unique [image]) 

[advances time]. 

▪ (Fina ≥ 30) Blowjob from Mistress of the Manor -50 lust, [scene image], [cum on 

Fina], +3 Fina, [advances time] (Juliet reacts to event). 



▪ (Fin ≥ 50) unlocks Stretching → Krowly fucks her on the table ([scene image], -

100 lust, [advances time]) You can Cum inside (+5 Fin) or Pull out ([cum on 

Fina], +3 Fin, -1 Astra). After the first activation of the event, you can choose it 

directly every morning. 

• Jenna is in the coop outside her house: 

o Collect eggs → +10 lust (+15 lust if Krowly has tits), +2 Jenna, item [Egg]. 

o Stare at Boobs → +10 Lust. 

▪ if very high lust, you can ask about Soot between boobs; if relationship level is not 

enough, -1 Jenna; otherwise -100 lust, [scene image], +3 Jenna, [cum on breasts]. 

 Gives a chance for a night scene with Eric in his room. 

 Additional lines if paired with Juliet (opens the night scene). 

• Jill (if in the village) all day in the tavern: Stare → 

o Stare at her butt → +10 lust, [image] her panties, or if it's raining +20 lust (naked ass). 

▪ (Jill ≥ 50) If it's raining and Krowly is naked, he won't be limited to just looking at 

her ass. → [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Jill [advances time]. 

o Stare at her cleavege → [image], +10 lust, or if Jill ≥ 5, she will show you her breasts 

+20 lust. 

In both cases, if you have [Beer] in your inventory, you may give it to Jill for +1 Jill. 

• Juliette in the Pub: Come With Me → Juliette joins Krowly's group until time rewinds or he 

leaves the village; variations on some of the village scenes involving Juliette open. In addition to 

this: 

o (game menu) → Talk to party → Juliette → Let's have sex → (Juliette ≥ 31) Boobjob 

→ [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Juliette, [cum on face]. 

o (Juliet ≥ 60) When trying to leave the village → (enough lust) Yes → vaginal doggy-style 

[scene image], -100 lust, +5 Juliet, [advances time]. 

• In Krowly's garden, if a sacred flower is grown. 20% chance that a Flower Girl will appear, if you 

talk to her: 

o Titfuck → [scene image], -50 lust. 

o Flowerjob → Alruna jerks Krowly's dick with her flower [animated scene], -50 Lust, 

[advances time]. 

•  

Outside the village: 

• Diana (except on Mondays until the Great Paladin arrives) guards the Gate of Palla. Flirt (after 

the quest): 

o Titfuck → [scene image], -50 lust, +2 Diane. 

• Leaf hangs around the elf camp. Flirt (if unlocked): 

o Anal → Krowly fucks Leaf in the ass (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]). 

Unlocked by selling him a total of 10 [Fairie dust]. 

• (after the quest) At the Elven Spa: 

o Redhead Manager: Flirt → 

▪ Anal → manager fucks Krowly (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, [advances 

time]). 

o "Special Massage" on the tables: (-10 gold for each option, respectively all Futa/M) 

▪ Back Massage → very large HP gain; if the GAY SCENE parameter is on, options: 

 Normal back massage → +50 lust (default setting if parameter is off). 

 Deep Back Massage → Futa Elf fucks Krowly's ass (Futa/M [scene 

image], -100 lust). 

▪ Throat Massage → Krowly Sucks the Fut Elf; [animated scene], -50 Lust, -10 

Hunger 

▪ Dick massage → Krowly fucks a futa masseuse in... 



 Mouth → [scene image], -50 lust. 

 Ass → [scene image], -100 lust. 

o "Relaxation booth" in the basement (example, glorichol scene); any variation [advances 

time]: 

▪ (-10 gold) Relax → (chance 2/3) female blowjob [mini scene image], -50 lust; or 

(chance 1/3) M/M anal [mini scene image], -100 lust. 

▪ (except Wednesday, -10 gold) Go inside the booth → go through curtains; Krowly 

sucks stranger's cock (M/M [mini scene image], -50 lust, -4 hunger, [cum on 

Krowly's face]). 

▪ (Wednesday, +10 gold) Work in the booth → cock of random size (3 choices), 

Krowly must move around the interactive [text scene] to make them cum (M/M or 

Futa/M, -50 lust). 

• Iss (if you have met) at home (Requires [Wine] in inventory). 

o Drink and Fuck tits → Boobsplay [scene image], -50 lust, [advances time]. 

o (after quest) Drink and Fuck ass → Assplay [scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]. 

• (after the quest and if you are wearing a [Bandit outfit]) The bandit’s boss sits in his fortress (in 

the bandit lands), gives Krowly a blowjob. Sure → [scene image], -50 lust. 

• An orc woman (Kestia) is looking for a volunteer to chop firewood. Helping her [time rewind], 

you can choose the reward: Gold (+5 gold) or Sex (orc girl riding [scene image], -100 lust). 

• (after the quest) Maruna offers snu-snu in the goblin village: if lust enough, Help → casual partner: 

o (60%) regular goblin → random: vaginal or anal, random ending: inside, face or mouth; 

[scene image], -100 lust. 

o (20%) pregnant goblin (if Pregnancy is ON) → anal [scene image], -100 lust. 

o (20%) fat goblin → random: horsewoman (-100 lust) or boobytrach (-50 lust) [scene 

image]. 

o Any option [advances time]; if Krowly still has lust level ≥ 200, cat scene shows a line of 

goblins waiting for their turn in the snu-snu cave (another -100 lust, -15 hunger, big 

addition to sex stats, [advances time] again). After 3 of these scenes, Maruna issues an 

extra costume. 

Talk to Maruna again to get the reward (+10 gold). 

• (after the quest) Mother Sabrina trains near the ruined monastery → +5 lust. 

• Great Paladin at her camp 

o Stare → [image] +10 lust. 

o (≥5) Flirt → 

▪ Fup and cum → Krowly jerks off to the Great Paladin's tits [scene image], -50 

lust, +1 Great Paladin. (In the process, there will be a choice of Cum on face and 

Cum on boobs, and provided ≥200 Lust to Cum everywhere, the choice only affects 

where the cum remains on the character). 

▪ (after quest) Titfuck → Fucking between giant tits [scene image], -50 lust, +2 

Great Paladin. 

▪ (after quest) Vaginal → Paladin fucking on the bed [scene image], -100 lust, +5 

Great Paladin, [advances time]. 

Daytime 

• Same as in the morning for: Agnieszka, Carla, Taisha, Diana (except Tuesdays and Fridays), List, 

Spa, Kestia, Iss, Great Paladin, Snu-snu goblins. 

• Alice working in the tavern: 

o (Alice ≥ 35) order lunch at Carla's, then Reach out → Pull off panties → Play → Krowly 

jerks Alice's asshole until she cums ([scene image], +50 lust, +2 Alice, [advances time]). 

o Flirt → 



▪ (except Topless Friday) Cleavage fuck → Alice offers quick relief between tits (-

50 lust, +2 Alice, [scene image], [cum on chest]). 

▪ (Alice ≥ 50) Anal → Alice and Krowly have fun in bed upstairs: [scene image], -

100 lust, [advances time], options: Cum in ass (+5 Alice) or Pull out (-1 Alice, 

[cum on Alice]). 

• Fina at home: Flirt → Fina jerks Krowly with tits [scene image] → Cum on face, Cum in mouth, 

Cum on boobs or, if lust is at maximum, the only option - Cum everywhere; -50 lust, +1 Fina; 

Additional lines if paired with Juliet (causes a night scene). 

o If Samantha is nearby and (Samantha ≥ 25): she joins and Krowly gets a double titty 

([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Fina, +3 Samantha). 

• Derek is fishing near his house. After the quest Flirt → 

o Anal → Derek fucks Krowly in the ass; M/M [scene image], -100 lust. 

o Blowjob → Krowly sucks Derek in the barn; M/M [scene image], → you are given the 

choice to Spit and Swallow (-3 hunger) either way -50 lust. 

• Jill: The same options as in the morning, if you haven't used them. 

o Chat → (random chance) conversation about drinks → (bottle [Sweet Lips wine]) Give a 

bottle of "Sweet Lips" → +10 Jill; if not evening [advances time]. 

▪ (Gill ≥ 50) reward throat fuck [scene image], -100 lust, [advances time] again; 

otherwise +10 lust. 

o Chatter → (random chance, Jill ≥ 40) Krowly and Jill go on a date that ends in anal [scene 

image], -100 lust, +5 Jill, [advances time to morning]. 

o Flirt → Facial ([scene image], -50 lust, +2 Jill); Deepthroat (unlocks and replaces when 

Chat option); Anal (same). 

• Jenna is in her house. The option to look at boobs is still active if not used in the morning. Flirt 

→ 

o Facefuck [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Jenna. 

o Anal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Jenna, [advances time]. 

• Juliet (except Mondays and Fridays): same Come with me option as in the morning. 

• Rose is in the tavern: 

o Chat → Help → one of the following random effects; +1 Rose, unless otherwise noted, 

in almost all cases [advances time]: 

▪ No effect. 

▪ The potion reduces MP cost by 25%. 

▪ (after the quest) Krowly's chest grows even larger. 

▪ If Krowly has breasts, the potion causes loctation. 

▪ Potion increases lust (+100 lust). 

 (Rose ≥ 50) vaginal sex [scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust Rose, +3 Rose. 

▪ Krowly sips the potion and doesn't feel anything special, deciding it's strange, Rose 

tastes it too and quickly runs off to the 2nd floor of the tavern. It turns out that the 

potion has an interesting effect. Rose gives herself a blowjob ([scene image], +15 

lust). You can Watch her to get an additional +20 lust. 

▪ Krowly's dick begins to grow and Rose additionally enlarges her breasts and begins 

to test the stability of the potion effect ([scene image] -50 lust, +3 Rose, -50 lust 

Rose [cum on Rose]. 

 After this event, if you go to the tavern on Thursday morning, there is a 

20% chance of triggering an event where Rose accidentally drinks her 

breast enlargement potion. Breasts remain large for 3 days, applies to all 

her scenes and illustrations. 

▪ (If Juliet is admitted to the village) Krowly's dick grows so big that he gets dizzy 

and passes out. Juliet and Rose are not lost and take him to the 2nd floor for a 

medical procedure (-100 lust, -50 lust Rose, +3 Juliet, +3 Rose, [sperm on Rose], 

[sperm on Juliet]). 



o Flirt → 

▪ Blowjob [scene image], -50 lust, -50 lust Rose, +2 Rose, [cum on face]. 

• Jaina in the tavern: if Krowly takes his clothes off and talks to her (while she's dressed), she 

notices his cock and asks him if he wants to see her (Sure → +10 lust, [portrait image]) 

o If you do it again, Carla will get upset (-1 Carla) lust will not increase. 

o If Krowly with breasts, relationship with Jaina is ≥10 and he has enough lust, she will 

invite him up. Yes → Krowly jerks Jaina with his chest (-50 lust, +3 Jaina, Futa/M [scene 

image], [cum on Krowly's face]). 

• In the woods (if unlocked and Krowly talked to Eric in the morning) Jaina fucks Eric (+30 lust, 

[sprite animation]). 

o Join → Krowly joins by fucking Jaina in the ass (-50 lust, +1 Eric, +1 Jaina, Futa/M/M 

tee [scene image]); only then can he go hunting with Eric that day. 

• Rayna works in her forge and offers you a job: Yes → [advances time], +5 gold; +1 Rayna; 

random chance (higher if Rayna ≥ 5) of her tits slipping out of her apron ([portrait image], +10 

lust). 

• (after the quest) Elizabeth Darkwood at the Elven Spa. Flirt: 

o Facial (Futa/M -50 lust, +2 Elizabeth Darkwood, [scene image], [cum on your face]). 

o (after the quest) Anal → Krowly fucks Elizabeth's ass (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust). 

• (after the quest) a nun in a ruined church digs through boxes → +5 lust. 

o (if unlocked and mother Sabrina ≥10) Fuck → [scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]. 

Unlocked on Thursday afternoon after having sex with Sister Beatrice in the village church. 

• Mother Sabrina at relationship level ≥10 opens Flirt → 

o (mother Sabrina ≥10) Show Boobs - Krowly admires Sabrina's breasts [portrait image], 

+10 lust, +1 mother Sabrina. 

o (mother Sabrina ≥20) Cleavagefuck - [scene image] -50 lust, +2 mother Sabrina. 

o (after quest) (mother Sabrina ≥30) Blowjob and titfuck - [scene image] -50 lust, +3 

mother Sabrina, [advances time] 

Evening 

In the village, regardless of the weather: 

• Same options as before for: Great Paladin, Jenna (if at home). 

• In the tavern: 

o Same as daytime for Jill and Jaina. 

o Alice: Invite for a dance → +2 Alice, [advances time]. 

▪ (if Alice is ≥ 50 and Krowly helped her in the morning) She invites Krowly to 

dinner: No → -1 Alice; Yes → they have a romantic dinner at her house (-10 

hunger), then Alice vaginally mounts Krowly while he sucks her breasts ([scene 

image], -100 lust, +5 Alice, [advances time to morning]). 

 Repeat this enough times and she will start breastfeeding (-5 hunger). 

o Jaina: Invite for a dance → +2 Jaina, [advances time] 

▪ (Jaina ≥ 5, ≥ 200 lust, Krowley was sucking Jaina's cock) After the dance, they 

seclude themselves behind the tavern where Krowly sucks Jaina off → Futa/M 

[scene image], -50 lust, -50 lust Jaina, -3 hunger, [advances time]. 

o Astra: 

▪ if you cum in Erica's face in the previous parts of the day, +3 Astra. 

▪ Flirt → Handjob (-50 lust, +2 Astra, [animated scene], [cum on Astra]) or 

Titfuck (-50 lust, +2 Astra, [scene image], [cum on Astra]). 

o Eric Flirt: 

▪ (if Krowly has breasts) Titfuck → M/M, [scene image], -50 lust, -100 lust Eric, 

+2 Eric, [cum on chest]. 



▪ (Eric ≥ 50) Anal → (if the other is not unlocked, the Bottom scene begins 

immediately): 

 Catch → Eric fucks Krowly (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust Eric, 

+5 Eric, [advances time to morning]) 

 (if unlocked) Pitch → Krowly fucks Eric; options to do this On the bed or 

On the table, for a random chance of Jenna showing up. (M/M [scene 

image], -100 lust, -100 lust Erik, +5 Erik, [advances time]). Unlocked 

during the hunt (3rd encounter). 

o Juliet Flirt: 

▪ Titjob (-50 lust [scene image], +3 Juliet). 

▪ (after quest) Anal (-100 lust [scene image], +5 Juliet, -3 Alice if Alice ≥ 30, 

[advances time]). 

o Elizabeth Darkwood plays music: Order music (5 gold) → Stop listening at any available 

moment +1 Elizabeth Darkwood. 

• Samantha (if in the village) is either at home or with Jill at the tavern (Monday, Thursday, Friday, 

Sunday). 

o Staring at boobs → [image], +5 lust → Titfuck. → -50 lust, [scene image], [cum on 

Samantha] Extra lines if next to Juliet or Fina. 

o Dance → +2 Samantha, [advances time]. 

▪ (Samantha ≥ 50) After dancing in the tavern you continue "dancing" elsewhere 

[scene image], -100 lust, +5 Samantha, [advances time]. 

o (at home) Flirt → (Samantha ≥ 20) Blowjob → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Samantha. 

In the village, when it rains: 

• Sister Elizabeth is in church, preparing for a sermon. 

o (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 45 and enough lust) Offer help → Anal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 

Sister Elizabeth, [advances time]; options: Cum inside or Pull out ([cum on face]). 

Outside the village: 

• Same as in the daytime for: Iss (if unblocked), Mother Sabine, Snu-snu goblins. 

• (except Saturday after the quest) Fina bathes under the waterfall, +30 lust [image]: 

o (if there is enough lust) you are offered a Fap: -50 lust: 

▪ (if Fina ≥ 50) you have the option to Show Yourself → Krowly joins Fina under 

the waterfall +50 lust. Pussy or Ass → [scene image], -100 lust, +3 Fina, 

[advances time]. 

▪ (Unlocks and triggers the first time at Fina ≥ 50 and after the quest) 25% chance 

of Fina catching Krowly jerking off on her and inviting him to join her. 

• (after the quest) a mushroom-loving battle nun at the monastery ruins: 

o Flirt → titty-trash in clothes [scene image], -50 lust, [cum on nun's breasts]. 

Night 

• (if it's not raining) Rose sucks Jaina behind the tavern [sprite animation] → +15 lust, Futa/F 

[image]. 

o Watch and fap → Krowly can choose Focus on Rose, Focus on Jaina or Focus on both 

for small variations of Futa/F [scene image]; -50 lust. 

o (Lust ≥ 200) Suck her dick → Krowly sucks Jaina's dick (Futa/M [scene image], -50 

lust, -50 Jaina's lust, -3 hunger [advances time]). 

o (If Krowly sucked her dick) Join: 

▪ Blowbang → Rose jerks Krowly while sucking Jaina's cock ([scene image], -50 

lust). 

▪ Spitroast → he fucks Rose's asshole while she sucks Jaina ([scene image], -50 

lust). 



• Goddess statue in church: Fap → FPMasturbation [scene image]; Krowly ejaculates on the 

statue's tits (-50 lust) with minor consequences in the morning. 

• (after the victory) a busty ghost wanders the cemetery near the church. Warm her → 

o Blowjob → she sucks Krowly ([scene image], -50 lust). 

o Titfuck → options Let her please you or Fuck her tits; randomly uses her long tongue 

(different options [scene image], -50 lust). 

• Voyeurism: Extra scene, if Krowly cum on Jenna's cleavage in the morning and she was bringing 

dinner to Eric that day before the hunt, that night: 

o Eric fucks Jenna in the mouth [scene image], +20 lust; Fap Yes → -50 lust. 

• Voyeurism: if you went with Juliet in the morning and afternoon: 

o (if Juliet has seen Jenna's breasts) Jenna + Juliet at Jenna's house (F/F [image], +20 lust); 

Fap → -50 lust 

o (if Juliet has seen Fina boobjob) Fina fuck Juliet, in Fina’s bedroom(+20 lust). Fap → 

Krowly watches as Fina summons his cock and fucks Juliet; random chance that she will 

cum inside (F/F [scene image], -50 lust). 

o (If Juliet saw Elizabeth's sister fuck) still in development TODO 

• (after the arrival of the Grand Paladin) Interact with the golem monk in the camp of the Order: 

o Fap → [portrait image], -50 lust. 

o Facefuck → Required upgrade "Cocksuking Lips" [scene image], -50 lust. 

o Nipplefuck → Required upgrade "Fuckable Nipples" [scene image], -50 lust 

• (except Tuesdays and Thursdays) Rayna undresses before going to bed → +5 lust, options 

[image]. 

o (Rayna ≥ 25) Yes → reverse rider [scene image], ability to spank ass (-100 lust, +5 Rayna, 

[advances time]). 

Monday 

Morning: 

• (Eric and Astra ≥ 30) On the first floor of the Ironheart mansion, the conversation between Astra 

and Eric is transmitted in titfuck from Erica → [scene image], -50 lust, +3 Astra, +3 Eric. (The 

event will only work if the relationship between Astra and Eric is ≥ 15, in turn, this event adds 

another +3 to this value). 

• (after the quest) Rayna in the Spa → +10 lust. 

• Brother Volt prays in his tent → (If unlocked) Move closer → Krowly fucks Volt in the ass M/M, 

[scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]. 

o The option is unlocked if you saw Volt mouth-fucking the golem Friday night in his tent, 

and talked to Diana Thursday or Friday morning. 

Daytime: 

• (If Juliet teaches children, before the quest) Derek drowns his sorrows in the tavern. 

o Seduce → Krowly blows Derek ([sprite animation]) and then Derek roughly fucks him in 

the ass (M/M, [scene image], -100 lust, -4 hunger). 

• (if it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image]. 

• While Alice is working in the tavern, you can invite her to the Spa → after the conversation she 

moves to the elven spa. During the interaction (+10 lust) you can Join → [image], +20 lust 

o Fap → [image], +5 Alice. 

▪ If Lust ≥ 50 and Alice ≥ 50, she wants to continue analomus → [scene image], -

100 Lust, +8 Alice. [advances time]. 

o Don't Fap +3 Alice, [advances time]. 

Evening: 

• (If it's not raining) Sister Elizabeth is fixing up the church. Offer help → 



o +1 Sister Elizabeth (there is a chance for +5 lust and a unique [image]). 

o (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 30, lust ≥ 100) she takes care of Krowly's cock with a blowjob 

[animated scene]. Options Cum in mouth or Cum on face ([cum on face]). +1 Sister 

Elizabeth, -50 lust. 

o There's a random chance that Fina will drop by for a visit and the two of them and Elizabeth 

secluding themselves in the church Look through the window → [scene image] +100 

lust. 

Any option [advances time]. 

• Maruna bathing in a pool in her cave → +10 lust, [portrait image]. 

o If Krowly participated in the Snu-Snu ritual, you can join her → titrath from Maruna [scene 

image] -50 lust. 

• (after the arrival of the Grand Paladin) Diana and Conlan near the campfire at the Grand Paladin's 

camp 

o Flirt (after quest) → Titfuck → [scene image] -50 lust., +2 Diana. 

o Join → Offer [Wine] → [scene image] -50 lust., +3 Diana, [advances time]. 

Night: 

• Voyeurism: 

o Masturbate Alice [scene image]: +15 lust; Fap → -50 lust. 

o (after the quest) Naked Breasts of Mother Sabrina in the ruined church → +10 lust. 

Tuesday 

Morning: 

• Jenna naked in her bedroom → [portrait image], +10 lust; Compliment → +1 Jenna. 

• Kaaren bathes (lake in the "Rocks" location): Leave or  

o Keep staring → +10 lust, and she attacks. 

o (if unlocked) Flirt →  

▪ Fuck boobs → boobtrach [scene image], -50 lust, [advances time]. 

▪ Fuck pussy → Krowly nestles from behind [scene image], -100 lust, [advances 

time]. 

• (after the Great Paladin's arrival) brother Volt dresses in his tent → +5 lust, [portrait image]. 

• (if it's not raining) Astra sunbathing near Ironheart Manor → +10 lust, [image], →  

o At your ass +1 Astra. 

o At your pussy -1 Astra 

▪ After Jill arrives in the village, she joins Astra → +10 lust, [portrait image] naked 

Jill. If you talk to Jill, she asks Krowly for sunscreen, any sperm from your 

inventory will do, for that you get a funny scene and +2 Astra and +2 Jill.(If Jill 

≥ 30 and lust ≥ 200 → Blowjob from Jill [scene image], -50 lust +2 Jill) 

 (Jill ≥ 30, Astra ≥ 30 and lust ≥ 200) Talk to Jill while she rubs Astra. 

Fap → double blowjob -50 lust +2 Jill, +2 Astra. 

Daytime: 

• (if it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image]. 

• Konda near the chief in the goblin village:  

o If you approach her from behind, Krowly will compliment her ([image], +10 lust → Fap 

-50 lust). 

o (after the quest) If Krowly is wearing [Heavy goblin armor]: Yes → sex with Konda [scene 

image], -100 lust, [advances time] 

▪ If during the quest you lost battle to Konda, then before having sex with her you 

will need to prove that Krowly is “worthy” and win the Sparring (Of course, you 

need to be wearing [Heavy goblin armor]). 



• (Before the Great Paladin arrives) Diana sucks Conlan's cock (+15 lust, [sprite animation], [sperm 

on Diana]). 

Evening: 

• (If it's not raining) Jenna swimming in the pond behind her house → [image]: 

o Join → (Jenna ≥ 15) she lets Krowly bathe with her (+20 lust). (If enough lust) Jerk off 

→ cum on her ([scene image], -50 lust) or Restrain yourself; any choice +2 Jenna, 

[advances time]. 

o Go away → +10 lust. 

• If Samantha is at home you can invite her to the spa → after the conversation she moves to the 

elven spa. During the conversation with her there is an opportunity to Join → [image], +20 lust, 

+3 Samantha, [advances time]. 

o (lust ≥ 200) Samantha jerking off Krowly in the bathroom → [text scene], -50 lust. 

o Extra +30 lust, +1 Jenna, +1 Jaina if it's on Saturday. 

• (after the quest, and not during the quest) Voyeurism: orgy in the bandit fortress → +10 lust [sprite 

animation]. 

• (if it's not raining) Taysha's friend bathing under the waterfall near Derek's house → [image], +10 

lust. 

Night: 

• Carla: +15 lust when entering the basement [image]; Fuck → Fuck pussy ([scene image]) or 

Fuck in the ass ([scene image]; options Cum inside or Pull out). Either option: +3 Carl, -100 

lust, [advances time]. The next meal in the pub will be free. 

• Matthew, the guard of the caravan: Near the fire in the elven camp, after meeting Iss, the option 

Flirt will be available, if you have [Goblin ale] in your inventory, you can Offer drink after that 

you will share with Matthew not only a bottle of ale but also the ass of Krowly M/M [mini scene 

image], -100 lust, [advances time]. 

• At the top of the orc camp, Mabel jumps on Mursha +10 lust, [sprite animation]. 

• Voyeurism: 

o (after quest) Threesome in Derek's house ([sprite animation], +20 lust) (Taisha ≥ 50 if 

GAY SCENES are enabled) Join → You satisfy Taisha after which you are satisfied by 

Derek ([scene image], M/M, -100 lust, +5 Taisha, [advances time]. 

o Wine merchant fucks Rayna doggy-style ([sprite animation], +20 lust). 

o Elf Spa Basement: funny scene of a Faping Futa Elf [image]. 

Wednesday 

All day without night: 

"Working in the booth (+10 gold)" at the Elven Spa: the scene where Krowly works in the glorichol stall 

instead of paying for it (M/M, Futa/M). 

Morning: 

• (if in the village and living with Krowly) Jill idles in her bed → (Jill ≥ 20) Titfuck → Krowly 

fucks her cleavage ([scene image], -50 lust, +3 Jill, [cum on Jill], [advances time]); No → -1 Jill. 

• Astra gets dressed in her room: 

o If Astra is ≥ 20 (otherwise she yells at you to leave the room): 

▪ (Astra ≥ 25 lust ≥ 50) Offer massage → cock between buns [scene image] (Spank 

her and Spank again options have only cosmetic effect); random chance to slip 

into ass: if this happens options Take it out → -50 lust, +3 Astra, [cum on Astra] 

or Cum → -100 lust, -3 Astra; any option [advances time]); or Don’t offer 

massage. 

▪ When she has finished dressing, she asks the question: Yes → she throws you out; 



 (Astra ≥ 50) No → Anal [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Astra, [advances 

time]. 

o In all cases without scenes +15 lust, +1 Astra. 

• Fina at the desk: in addition to her other morning options: 

o (if unlocked) Facial traintig → Deep Swallow Astra [sprite animation], then cum on Fina 

or Astra's face [scene image]. You can choose which one to cum on first: Cum on Fina or 

Cum on Astra. If you choose the former, if you have enough lust, you can simply Cum 

on Astra's face ([cum on face]) or Cum in Astra's mouth ([cum on tits]). -100 lust, +3 

Fin, +2 Astra, [advances time]. Unlockable on any day, if Fina relationship level is ≥ 25 

and you choose Need help?; Rewards for the first time: +3 Fin, -5 Astra. 

• (if not raining) Agnieszka in her room → naked [portrait image], +10 lust. 

• Jaina is training (naked) near the Stone Dragon. 

o Join → +20 lust; buff for next 7 days (+10% ATK, DEF, AGI), [advances time]. 

▪ (Jaina ≥ 20, lust ≥ 70) Jaina decides to roll (Futa/M [scene image], -100 lust, -50 

Jaina lust, +3 Jaina). When she cum you can Dodge or Take it on your face 

([cum on your face]). Unlocks Jaina's and Eric's "training". 

Daytime: 

• (after the quest) Melissa is about to go to another tea party and asks Krowly to go with her: 

o Not today → It disappears for the rest of the day. 

o Remind about huge boobs → increases breasts for the rest of the day, +10 lust, after that 

you teleport. 

Yes → You teleport with her to the party: 

▪ Sandra → Flirt →  

 Show boobs → [portrait image], +10 lust. 

 (if unlocked) Titfuck. → [scene image], -50 lust, [cum on Sandra]. 

(unlocked at random chance, while talking to her ) 

▪ Velena → Flirt → she shows him her breasts ([portrait image], +20 lust); Krowly 

may agree to Nipplefuck → [scene image], -100 lust. 

▪ Melissa → (with huge breasts) Grope boobs → [portrait image], Stop or Continue 

(-1 Melissa). 

▪ Melissa → Keep company completes the party (+3 Melissa, -15 Hunger, +100 

Lust, [advances time]); Back in the tower, if Melissa ≥ 20, she is in the mood for 

dessert: Eat her pussy, Ask for cock (or Not in the mood). Whatever you choose, 

after the standard [scene image] you can Bring her to orgasm (-50 lust, +1 

Melissa) or Change pose → anal horsewoman [scene image] (-100 lust, +5 

Melissa); either option [advances time]. 

• (if in the village) Samantha with Jill in the tavern: Staring at boobs → [image], +5 lust → 

Titfuck. → -50 lust, [scene image], [cum on Samantha] Extra lines if near Juliet or Fina. 

• Elven Spa. Dancing futa-elf → [image], +10 lust 

o 50% chance that Elfie will not be there, in this case talk to the red-haired manager and 

accept a part-time job → Gay Orgy М/М, [scene image] , -100 lust, +10 gold, [advances 

time] 

Evening: 

• Sister Elizabeth is naked in the far room of the church, massaging her breasts → +15 Lust. 

o Offer help → Krowly sucks her breasts ([image], +1 Sister Elizabeth, +20 lust [advances 

time], unless your lust is already close to maximum - then Krowly cum on her feet, getting 

-50 lust. 

▪ If you massage enough times, she will start lactating; -10 hunger if you drink her 

milk and if Krowly has breasts, she will start lactating as well. 

▪ (sister Elizabeth ≥ 50) Continue with anal → [scene image], +5 sister Elizabet, 

-100 lust. 



o Fuck tits → She jerks Krowly with her breasts ([scene image], +2 sister Elizabeth sister, 

-50 lust, [cum on breasts], [advances time]). 

• If Samantha is home, you can invite her to the spa (see Tuesday evening). 

• Maruna bathes in the pool at her cave (see Monday evening). 

Night: 

• again in Carla's basement (see Tuesday night). 

• (after the quest) Two orcs in the upper right tent, talking to the right one: Yes → Krowly 

participates in a threesome with two orcs M/M [scene image], -100 lust, -3 hunger, [advances 

time]. 

• Voyeurism: 

o (if unlocked) Astra anally masturbates [Jade dildo] in her bedroom → +15 lust [image]. 

▪ Fap → [scene image]; she notices Krowly; if Astra ≥ 30, she lets him look at her 

and cum (-50 lust), otherwise she kicks him out of the room. 

▪ Unlocked by talking to Fina on Wednesday or Friday morning, after the quest. 

o Goblin Tribbing (leftmost cave house in goblin village) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

o (after quest) combat nuns rub their feet (destroyed church) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

Thursday 

Morning: 

• (if it's not raining) Eric bathes instead of Rose ([image], +10 lust) in the morning. 

o If lust is high enough, you can Fap (-50 lust). 

o (Eric ≥ 50) Join Eric fucking Krowly in the ass (M/M -100 lust, +5 Eric, [advances time]). 

Additional lines if paired with Juliet. 

• Jaina Sleeps. (If Jaina is ≥25 and Krowly sucked her off) talk to Rose in the tavern, then go to 

Jaina's room on the second floor: Leave and do nothing or 

o Wake her up → Jaina is angry (-1 Jaina). 

o Wake her up gently → Krowly jerks her to wake her up (Futa/M [text scene], +50 lust, 

-50 lust Jaina [cum on Krowly]). 

▪ (Jaina ≥50) Krowly is pleasuring Jaina anally. (Futa/M [scene image], +100 lust, 

-100 lust Jaina +5 Jaina). 

▪ (Rose ≥ 20) Rose kisses Krowly on the cheek (+30 Lust Rose, +1 Rose). 

• (if unlocked and it's not raining) Astra and Alice. On the first floor at Ironheart Manor → Double 

titfuck from Astra and Alice → [scene image], -50 lust, [advances time]. 

o To unlock, you need to unlock the vaginal scene with Alice at her house, by helping her in 

the morning and asking her to a dance in the evening on the same day with a ratio ≥ 50. 

Astra must be ≥ 30. 

• Mabel naked under a waterfall in the elven forest → [image] +10 lust. Fap → 50 lust. 

• (Lizzie outside the jar, Samantha in the village) On the first floor of Krowly's house, Lizzie and 

Samantha have fun → [sprite animation] +5 lust; Fap → -50 lust. (triggers when you enter the 

1st floor). 

Daytime: 

• Eric went to the caves in search of goblin assholes. Random chance: 

o Eric fucks goblin girl at the entrance [sprite animation] → +20 lust. Join → Krowly fucks 

the goblin girl in the mouth, Eric takes her ass ([scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]). 

o Eric has been captured, deep in the cave [sprite animation] → +20 lust. Help him → you 

have to fight the goblin.  

▪ Victory: you can Ask for reward → Eric sucks Krowly ([scene image], -50 lust, 

[advances time]), or Nothing and just let him go.  



▪ Defeat: goblin sucks and rides on Krowly ([image], [sprite animation], -100 lust, 

[advances time]). 

You can help or you can't. 

• (after the quest) In the church. Sister Beatrice visiting Sister Elizabeth → (Sister Elizabeth ≥ 50) 

offering help Krowly fucks Beatrice in the ass (available popaspalepal interactivity: Spank ass → 

-1 Sister Elizabeth) [scene image], -100 lust, +3 Sister Elizabeth, [advances time].(this quest 

unlocks the ability to Fuck the fighting nun at the boxes in the ruined temple). 

• (if it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image]. 

• Jenna, in the wash house asks Krowly to bring milk → 

o [Milk] → As a reward you get: +3 Jenna, +1 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner], [advances time] 

o [Elven milk] → As a reward you get: +3 Jenna, +3 cooking, 1 × [Tasty dinner], [advances 

time] 

o [Minotaur milk] Jenna will have an allergic reaction and her breasts will grow [portrait 

image] +10 lust, Offer massage → (Jenna ≥ 10) She agrees, slightly modified [portrait 

image], +50 lust, +3 Jenna. 

Evening: 

• (after the quest, no rain) Alice swims in the pond behind Jenna's house → [image]. 

o Join → (Alice ≥ 15) she allows Krowly to bathe with her (+20 lust, [advances time]). If 

there is enough lust. 

▪ Fap → Krowly cumming on Alice ([image]), who is not happy. 

 If enough lust and Alice ≥ 50, Anal apology → [scene image], -100 lust, 

+3 Alice. 

 If not enough lust, relationship or Do nothing → -50 lust, -1 Alice. 

▪ Don’t fap→ +2 Alice. 

o Go away → +10 lust. 

• Sister Elizabeth is fixing up the church (see Monday evening). 

• Mursha near the fire in the orc camp offers you a drink. If you take [Clear mind potion] before 

talking to her, you can get her to drink Yes - Yes - Yes - Drink → Krowly takes his reward [scene 

image], -100 lust, [advances time]. 

o Without the potion, Krowly will be “below” (0.440 without illustration yet) [advances 

time]. 

Night: 

• Matthew, caravan guard(see Tuesday night). 

• Voyeurism: 

o Anal masturbation Alice: [image], +15 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

o Jenna rides Eric in his bed: [scene image], +20 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

▪ (Jenna ≥ 50 and Erik ≥ 50) Join → Krowly is nestled behind Jenna [scene image], 

100 lust, +3 Jenna, +3 Erik, [advances time]. 

o (if unlocked) Fina futa-masturbation in his bed (through the hole in Astra's room): [scene 

image], +20 lust; Yes → -50 lust. Unlocked if Fina "punished" Krowly after the quest. 

o Wine merchant fucks Rayna doggy-style ([sprite animation], +20 lust). 

o (after the quest) Naked Breasts of mother Sabrina → +10 Lust. 

Friday 

(After Jill arrives in the village.) "Topless Friday" at the inn! The workers will have a topless [portrait 

image] (generates lust once a day). 

• All Day: Carla → +10 Lust. 

Morning: 



• (If in the village and living with Krowly) Jill is idle in her bed (see Wednesday morning). 

• Astra gets dressed (see Wednesday morning). 

• (after the quest) Rayna in the Spa → +10 lust. 

Daytime: 

• Alice's shift in the tavern. Topless → +10 Lust. 

• (If Juliet teaches children, before the quest) Derek drowns his sorrows in the tavern (see Monday 

daytime). 

• Konda near the chief in the goblin village: If you approach her from behind, Krowly will 

compliment her ([image], +10 lust → Fap -50 lust). 

• (Before the Great Paladin arrives) Diana sucks Conlan's cock (+10 lust, [image], [sperm on 

Diana]). 

Evening: 

• " Topless Friday " at the Tavern: 

o Ask Carla to dance Chat → Dance → +2 Carla, [image], +50 lust, +20 Eric lust 

[advances time] 

▪ (Carla ≥ 50, 200 Lust) Continuing dancing in the tavern [scene image], -100 lust. 

o Elizabeth Darkwood topless → +10 lust. 

o (if unlocked) Jenna topless → +10 lust to unlock ask about topless Friday during the day 

(relationship level must be Jenna ≥ 20 for a positive answer). 

▪ You can Invite to Dance → +2 Jenna, [advances time]. 

o (if unlocked) topless Alice dancing on the table [image] → +30 lust. 

▪ Watch → +15 lust, [advances time] → Stay a little more → Anal as a reward for 

help [scene image], -100 lust, +5 Alice. 

o (if unlocked) Jaina topless → +10 lust. 

▪ Both of the above items are unlocked if you ask Alice to dance if you have a high 

enough level of relationship with both Alice and Jaina. 

o  (if unlocked, if in the village) Samantha topless → +10 lust. 

▪ Unlocked, after talking to Samantha, on the evening of the tavern, the first Friday 

after her arrival in the village. 

o (if unlocked) Rose topless → +10 lust. 

▪ Unlocked if you ask her to join topless Friday after Jaina joins, and if you saw 

Rose's huge breasts while helping with potions. 

o (if unlocked) Astra topless → +10 lust. 

▪ Unlocked by asking her to join topless Friday after Alice starts dancing, if Astra is 

not in a negative relationship with Krowly and Jenna is present. 

o (if unlocked) Juliet topless → +10 lust. 

▪ Unlocked after talking to Juliet after watching Alice dance on the table that Friday 

night, if the relationship with both of them is ≥ 30. 

▪ Invite to dance → (After the Save topless friday and Juliet quests, ≥200 Lust) 

Krowly and Eric give a performance for the girls in the tavern [scene image], 

[advances time] 

o (if unlocked) Agnieszka topless → +10 lust. 

▪ Flirt - (Agnieszka ≥ 15) They go up to the 2nd floor of the tavern and Krowly gets 

his boob job ([scene image], -50 lust +3 Agnieszka [cum on boobs]). 

▪ Unlocked by talking to an elderly couple at their house the following Friday night 

after unlocking Juliet and choosing Encourage if Agnieszka ≥ 10. 

o (if unlocked) Taisha topless → +10 lust. 

▪ (if Jenna is topless) If you talk first to Jenna then to Taisha, it unlocks the event 

that night at Derek's house (works if both are topless). 

▪ Unlocked by talking to her in the tavern on Friday if Taisha is ≥ 25. 

o (if unlocked) Jill topless → +10 lust. 



▪ She joins last. Talk to her on Friday night after all the villagers have joined "topless 

Friday" (this essentially closes the event and you get +200 EXP). 

o (after the quest) Sister Elizabeth topless → +10 lust. 

• Orc at a campfire in the woods (northeast cul-de-sac with a campfire) offers Krowly a drink with 

him. 

o Yes → Yes → Yes → Yes → Krowly passes out and the orc fucks him in the ass (M/M 

[scene image], -100 lust, [advances time to morning]). 

o If Krowly is ass-fucked, ≥10 times an abbreviated version of the dialogue appears, Offer 

Ass +10 gold (M/M [scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]). 

o (Juliet ≥ 30) If you drink with an orc, you can participate in an amusing conversation in 

the tavern on Thursday morning. (Works once). 

• Maruna bathes in the pool at her cave (see Monday evening). 

Night: 

• (if in the village) Samantha undresses before bedtime → topless [portrait image], +10 lust; Yes 

→ +1 Samantha. 

o (Samantha ≥ 50) → She jumps on Krowly in reverse riding pose [scene image], -100 lust, 

+5 Samantha, [advances time]. 

• Voyeurism: 

o (after the quest) Taisha riding Derek in their house ([sprite animation], +20 lust). Fap → 

-50 lust. 

▪ (if unlocked) instead of Taisha, Derek fucks Jenna ([scene image], +20 lust). Fap 

→ [text scene] -50 lust. 

o (unlocked by Astra/Eric) Astra gives Eric a deep blowjob for the night ([scene image]). 

Fap → -50 lust, -50 lust Erik, Just watch → +50 lust. 

o (if in the village) Jill makes cunny to Carla in the basement of the tavern → +10 lust, 

[image]: 

▪ Fap → F/F -50 lust, [scene image]. 

▪ Just watch → F/F [scene image]. 

o Fina teaches Astra to massage her breasts in her room ([image], +20 lust) → Fap → -50 

lust. 

o Brother Volt fucks the golem in his mouth in his tent → +10 lust, [sprite animation]. 

o Futa elves in the basement of the spa → Fap → -50 lust. 

Saturday 

Morning: 

• Kaaren bathes (see Tuesday morning). 

• Jaina is training (naked) near the Stone Dragon (see Wednesday morning). 

• (after the Great Paladin's arrival) brother Volt dresses in his tent → +5 lust, [portrait image]. 

• Ask about Spa Astra at relationship level ≥ 30 → opens an additional scene at the spa this 

evening. 

Day: 

• (if it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image] 

• (If in the village) Samantha and Jill are in the tavern (see Wednesday daytime). 

• (if it's not raining) Iss gives Sebastian a blowjob in his store → +20 lust, [image]. 

Evening: 

• (If it's not raining) Sister Elizabeth is fixing up the church (see Monday evening). 

• If Samantha is home, you can invite her to the spa (see Tuesday evening). 

• (after the quest) at the Elven Spa: 

o Jenna bathes → +10 lust, [image]. 



o Fina is fucked by Futa elves [sprite animation] → Futa/F +20 lust, [image]. 

o Naked Jaina → +10 Lust; If Jaina ≥ 20, Flirt is available: 

▪ Anal catch→ Jaina anally fucking Krowly in the bathtub Futa/M [scene image], -

100 lust, -100 lust Jaina, +5 Jaina. 

▪ Anal pitch→ Krowly anally fucking Jaina in the bathtub (thx to Idler) Futa/M 

[scene image], -100 lust, -100 lust Jaina, +5 Jaina. 

▪ Rimjob → Krowly licks Jaina's ass Futa/M [scene image], +50 lust, Jaina, +3 

Jaina. 

 (Jaina ≥ 50)Continue with anal → Futa/M [scene image] (-100 lust, -100 

lust Jaina, +5 Jaina). 

o If you invite Astra → She's being demolished by a couple of Futa-elves on the couch next 

to Fina → Futa/F +20 lust, [image]. 

• A drunken orc in the woods (see Friday evening). 

• Voyeurism: Juliet bathes under a waterfall near Eric's house → +10 lust, [image]. → Fap → -50 

lust. 

Night: 

• Voyeurism: 

o Astra anally masturbates with a [Jade dildo] in her bedroom (see Wednesday night). 

o Jason fucks Agnieszka in their house: [scene image] +20 lust; Fap → -50 lust. 

o (after quest) combat nuns rub their feet (destroyed church) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

o A battle nun sucks an orc near a ruined monastery → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

Sunday 

All day: 

• Mabel in the Village: meeting her for the first time → +10 Lust. 

o (if unlocked); I’d like more fresh milk → breast sucking [scene image], -10 hunger, +20 

lust, +1 Mabel, [advances time]. 

o (if unlocked) Flirt → Blowjob: [scene image], -50 lust, +1 Mabel, Extra lines if paired 

with Juliet. Unlocked and works the first time, when sucking breast, when Mabel ≥ 5. 

• Brother Volt prays in his tent (see Monday morning). 

Morning: 

• Voyeurism: Eric has anal sex with Jenna in the henhouse ([scene image], +20 lust), opportunity to 

Fap → -50 lust. 

• Upon entering the church, Sister Elizabeth speaks to Krowly and can activate Flirt (see Morning), 

before the service; Fina can notice the results during Krowly's service (just a small detail). After 

the +3 service, Sister Elizabeth. 

o (random chance; enough relationships) Alice secretly jerks Krowly during the service 

([text scene], -50 lust, +2 Alice, +3 Sister Elizabeth). 

o (if unlocked) after church service ([advances time]), Confess → About Fina's dick in 

your ass → Fina fucks Krowly in the ass ([scene image], -100 lust, +3 Fina, +1 Sister 

Elizabeth, [advances time]). Opens with a scene in which Fina punishes Krowly at the 

first service after completing the quest. 

• Alice dresses in her home [portrait image], +15 lust, +1 Alice. 

Daytime: 

• (if it rains) Taisha works in the garden naked → +10 lust, [portrait image]. 

• Sebastian has to deal with a bunch of boxes in front of his store. Offer help →  

o (if there is enough lust and no rain) Flirt → Offer ass (Krowly leans over the box, M/M 

[mini scene image], -100 lust) or Open Mouth (M/M [scene image], -50 lust, -5 hunger); 

or just Ignore. 



o Any option [advances time]; reward: a bottle of [Wine (Wine)] for the first time, +10 gold. 

At random Iss Jenna or Sister Elizabeth (+1 Sister Elizabeth) visits the store. 

Evening: 

• A drunken orc in the woods (see Friday evening). 

• (after the quest, and not during the quest) Voyeurism: orgy in the bandit fortress → +10 lust [sprite 

animation]. 

Night: 

• (If in the village) Samantha undresses before going to bed. (See Friday night). 

• Guards tent: Conlan anally fucks Diana ([sprite animation], +30 lust). Do it → to join and add a 

second cock to Diana's ass ([scene image], -100 lust, [advances time]). 

• Elf Camp: Leaf was cornered by a pair of foot elves: 

o Watch → Futa/M [text scene], [sprite animation], +20 lust; 

▪ with sufficient arousal possibility Fap → -50 lust; or Just watch → +30 lust. 

▪ Interfere → Starts a fight against two futa elves, regardless of the outcome of the 

fight: Rayna comes out, complains about the noise and the elves run away +3 Leaf; 

o Join → Join Leaf → Futa/M [text scene]; or Join Futas → Futa/M [text scene]. Either 

choice gives -50 lust, +1 Leaf. 

• Voyeurism: 

o Goblin Tribbing (leftmost cave house in goblin village) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

o (after quest) combat nuns rub their feet (destroyed church) → +10 lust; Yes → -50 lust. 

  



Character portraits 

 

Village 

     

Agnieszka Astra Alice Eric Jenna 

     

Jaina Jill Juliet Carla Rose 

     

Samantha Fina Sister Elizabeth Taisha Derek 

 

    

Sebastian     

Goblin village 

  

   

Maruna Konda    

Elven camp 



    

 

Rayna Leaf Dario Matthew  

Great Paladin’s camp 

   

  

Great Paladin Brother Volt Diana   

Other 

     

Iss Mursha Keestia Mable Mother Sabrina 

     

Melissa Elizabeth 

Darkwood 

Meril Lizzy drunk orc 
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